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Abstract—In night aviation, to land an aircraft, a pilot needs
to be able to identify an airport. The approach lighting system
(ALS) at an airport is used to provide identification and guidance
to pilots. ALS consists of more than 100 luminaires which are
installed in a defined pattern following strict guidelines by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). ICAO also has
strict regulations for maintaining the performance level of the
luminaires. However, to date there is no automated technique by
which to monitor the performance of the lighting. We suggest
using images of the lighting pattern captured using a camera
placed inside an aircraft. Based on the information contained
within these images, the performance of the luminaires has to
be evaluated which requires identification of over 100 luminaires
within the pattern of ALS image. This research proposes analysis
of the pattern using morphology filters which use a variable
length structuring element (VLSE). The dimension of the VLSE
changes continuously within an image and varies for different
images. A novel technique for automatic determination of the
VLSE is proposed and it allows successful identification of the
luminaires from the image data as verified through the use of
simulated and real data.

Index Terms—Approach lighting system, tracking of lumi-
naires, pattern analysis, inter luminaire distance approximation,
composite structure construction, block wise image analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

For this research, a camera is placed inside an aircraft
and used to record a sequence of images of ALS luminaires
when the aircraft is landing at an airport. This requires
the identification and tracking of more than a hundred lu-
minaires in over 150 images. In terms of shape features,
luminaires are not individually identifiable as they have the
same characteristics and do not have chromatic or texture
distinction. Thus the various tracking technologies based on
shape ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]), colour and texture features
([7], [8], [9], [10], [11]) that are used to solve different
video processing tracking problems are not suitable for this
particular application. For identification of the luminaires in
each image we have exploited the positional information of
the luminaires by using pattern based identification. This is a
top-down procedure where a pattern is divided into a number
of building blocks. Using these building blocks the overall
pattern can be estimated.

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) Original image of ALS (b) Localised luminaires in the image

In order to identify luminaires using the pattern based
technique, it is first necessary to localise all luminaire data
in the images. This localisation is achieved using the Iso-
Illuminated Ridge (IIR) image analysing technique as de-
scribed by Chowdhury et al. [12]. An example of the airborne
ALS image is shown in Fig. 1(a) and the result of IIR analysis
based localised luminaires is shown in Fig. 1(b). However,
as the luminaires are closely placed with each other in an
image, it is quite often that they are not individually segmented
[55] after the IIR analysis. Vibration in the sensor plane
when recording an image may turn the situation worse as
luminaires form streak in the image due to heavy movement
in the sensor plane [49]. Streaks of the multiple luminaires
overlap with each other and form a single localised connected
component. Thus, the individual connected component for
each luminaire is not obtained for most of the luminaires
unless the camera is close to that luminaire and that image
is recorded without vibration. The localisation process often
map several luminaires to a single component. Thus it is
not possible to map directly the localised luminaire to the
ALS pattern. It needs several steps to identify each luminaire
inside the localised components, which may represent several
luminaires clubbed together. From the localised luminaire data,
a basic concept for prediction of the VLSE to be used in an
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image is given in [13]. The current research paper extends that
concept in several ways. The novel research contributions of
this paper can be described as;

1) Formulation of a number of nonlinear mathematical
models of inter luminaire distance for the ALS pattern
in an airborne image are proposed in section III-A1.
Modelling is done for any two luminaires which are
either separated horizontally or vertically. These models
are also experimentally verified, see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

2) A new technique for the fully automatic analysis of an
airborne ALS image is presented to retrieve values of
the different parameters which are used in these para-
metric models (section III-A2). These retrieved values
for the parameters along with the proposed model are
then used to construct a number of VLSEs which are
used for several mathematical morphology operations.
Detailed description of these morphological operations
are presented in sections III-A3, III-A4 and III-B.

3) The proposed modelling technique for two vertically
separated luminaires is further extended to analyse
blocks inside the overall ALS pattern. This technique is
developed using a nonlinear analysis on the image co-
ordinate system with respect to the known ALS pattern.
This proposed technique is detailed in section III-B1.

Following this introduction, a review of related research is
presented in section II, this will help place in context the nov-
elty we have described. A pattern based identification method
is proposed and described in section III. The experimental
results for the pattern based identification is presented in
section IV. Finally a summary of the localisation and tracking
technique is detailed in section V.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

Use of morphological filters for analysis of images is a
popular area of research in image processing [14]. Goutsias
et al. [15] described the morphological representation of the
discrete and binary image. Statistical analysis of the mor-
phological opening is described in [16] whereas evolution of
the filtering is explained by Brockett et al. in [17]. Spatially
variant morphology restoration and skeleton representation is
studied by Bouaynaya et al. in [18]. A detailed description
of the spatially variant mathematical morphology for binary
and grey images can be found in [19] and [20]. Spatially
variant structuring elements (SVSE) were first described by
Serra [21] in the binary case. Heijmans [22] includes spatially
variant definition for all morphological operators and not
limited to the binary case. Image filtering using morphological
amoebas explained by Lerallut et al. [23]. Dokladal [24]
used fast methods for their implementation and proposed
an extension to 2-D with resizable rectangles. Tankyevych
et al. [25] presented a combined linear-morphological filter
for detecting, edge-enhancing and reconnecting blood vessels
on real 3D CTA data. A generic morphological algorithm
is described by Levillain et al. in [26]. A unification of
morphological and fuzzy algebraic systems for lattice image
processing is explain by Maragos in [27]. Microarray gridding
by mathematical morphology is explained by Hirata et al. in
[28] and segmentation of these images are detailed in [29].

An overview of adaptive morphology, its trend and perspec-
tive is described by Maragos et al. in [30]. Ito et al. [31]
define a new adaptive morphological operation, in which the
value of a structuring element varies adaptively depending
on the local intensity information of the processing image
of interest. Traffic spatial measurement using video image
processing is reported by Beucher et al. [32]. Cuisenaire [33]
investigated how common binary mathematical morphology
operators can be adapted so that the size of the structuring
element can vary across the image pixels. Dias et al. [34]
applies the morphological filter in simplicial complex spaces
whereas the morphological operators are used in graph space
in [35]. It is applied for the motion segmentation by Hirata
et al. in [36] as well as for the text segmentation [37].
Mapping of sub-watersheds from a digital elevation model is
experimented by Chockalingam et al. in [38]. Das et al. [39]
used morphology to correct skew in a document page. Najman
et al. [40] reviews skew detection technique in document
image. A basic paradigm in mathematical morphology is the
construction of a set operators by concatenations of dilations
and erosions via the operations of composition, union, inter-
section and complement; Barrera et al. [41] describe designing
a Hybrid human machine binary morphological operator. A
partial differential equations (PDE) formulation for viscous
morphological operators with extensions to intensity-adaptive
operators is detailed by Maragos et al. in [42]. Lim et al. [43]
uses Morphological convexity measures for terrestrial basins
derived from digital elevation models.

Whilst the application of morphological operators are ap-
plied in almost every domain of image processing where
spatial information is of prime concern, it is not used for
identification and tracking of the luminaires in airport lighting.
Niblock et al. [44] studied the application of two existing
tracking techniques applied to airport lighting image data.
These being the Kanade−Lucus−Tomasi (KLT) [45], [46] and
scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [47], [48]. In their
study, Niblock et al. concluded that both of these techniques
show very poor success rate. The KLT performed at ∼ 60%
accuracy whereas SIFT has shown only ∼ 20% success rate
[44].

To overcome the poor accuracy of tracking the luminaires,
Niblock et al. proposed a fast model based feature matching
technique [44]. Initially they constructed a template based on
the ALS luminaire data. Then using an optimising technique,
the template is superimposed on the acquired image data.
The objective of this optimisation is to achieve a one-to-one
match between the template and the luminaire data. Using this
technique they achieved a ∼ 76% success rate which is higher
than that of the KLT and SIFT technique. This model based
technique [44] is a good example of bottom-up approach.
All the luminaires need to be mapped individually with the
corresponding entity in the model or template to define the
final pattern of the ALS. However, in their approach Niblock
et al. did not make any provision for matching different subsets
of luminaires to match the template individually. In addition,
the success ratio was determined using very limited data, that
is two approach sequences to an airport which were acquired
under similar operating conditions.
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The main objective of developing the presented pattern
based identification technique was to enhance the accuracy and
robustness of the tracking technique proposed by Niblock, and
to more robustly and scientifically test the new approach. Thus
a new algorithm must be capable of identifying the position
of all luminaires within an image and tracking them between
images. This information is used to label all the extracted
luminaires from the image for performance assessment [49].

III. PATTERN BASED IDENTIFICATION

Images of the ALS were taken using a camera which is
mounted in the cockpit of an aircraft. Along with the aircraft,
the camera has also 6 degrees of freedom. Thus, images of
the ALS are frequently rotated in the 2D image plane of the
camera. Thus the images are preprocessed to remove skew
from the ALS pattern which simplifies the tracking. This is
described in section III-A. Section III-B outlines the technique
that has been implemented for identification.

A. Skew Correction of ALS Pattern in Image

The ALS is physically made up of 120 luminaires which are
distributed along a centreline and five crossbars. In an ideal
situation, the centreline and crossbars should appear in the
vertical and horizontal directions of the image plane. Typically
however they appear skewed within the image. It is necessary
to remove the skew to simplify luminaire tracking. In order
to remove the skew from the crossbars a two step technique
is used. The first step being major skew correction (MSC)
which is detailed in [12] and the second step being finer skew
correction (FSC) using VLSE in the morphology filter.

MSC requires identification of the control points which are
used for a tentative prediction and correction of any higher
amount of skew with lesser accuracy. The top luminaire in
the centreline is chosen as control point (CP). From CP two
horizontal straight lines are formed on both the left and right
side of the pattern. The left line is rotated anticlockwise and
the right line clockwise until they intersect with luminaires
outer boundary which we call the Iso-Illuminated Ridge Line
(IIRL). Here, IIRL is obtained in a two steps procedure that
includes Iso-illuminated Ridge (IIR) image construction and
IIRL marking ([12]). In IIR construction phase bit information
of an pixel is considered. For a single byte camera, each byte
of information is made up from 8 single bits, each of which
hold information regarding that pixel. In a byte, 8 bits (0 to
7) have their different positional weightage factor. Typically
the bit at location 7, is termed the most significant bit (MSB).
And the bit at location 0, is termed the least significant bit
(LSB).By omitting the MSB the highest value of that byte will
decreased to 127. To keep the highest value in the same range,
the value is multiplied by a factor 2. Similarly after omitting
the two MSBs, the value is multiplied by a factor 22. After
the omission of the MSB and the two MSBs changes in the
bell shaped curve a significant edge profile for the luminaire,
making it easier to detect. When the ridges are constructed, a
discontinuity in the ridge can be associated with the edge of
a luminaire. These ridges are marked as IIRL.

45 m

52.5 m
750m Crossbar

600m Crossbar

150m Crossbar

450m Crossbar

Threshold

300m Crossbar

Centreline

22.5 m

30 m

37.5 m
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150 m

150 m

150 m

150 m

150 m

Fig. 2. Physical placement of the luminaires in ALS pattern

For two projected straight lines from CP, let the final touch
points on the same crossbar by the left and the right lines
be the P (l) and P (r) consecutively. Thus, any touch point is
the topmost point of a luminaire in an IIRL image. A vertical
traverse from any of the touch point to the bottommost position
of that component will be a traverse through the vertical cross
section of that luminaire. Let the traversed middle points of
the two luminaires having the touch points P (l) and P (r) be
P

(l)
mid and P

(r)
mid consecutively. These middle points are the

centre points of the leftmost and rightmost luminaires of a
crossbar. Thus the skew of the straight line formed by these
two points is the tentative skew of the luminaire model. The
angle function Ang(x, y) finds the angle in between two points
x and y. Thus the angle between the points P

(l)
m and P

(r)
m is

βM = Ang
(
P

(l)
m , P

(r)
m

)
. The image is then rotated −βM to

correct the major skew and obtain (I(M)).
FSC is achieved by measuring the deflection of the cross-

bars from the horizontal direction. In order to determine the
crossbars, morphological filters are utilised. Use of a fixed
structuring element (SE) [50] for analysing the positional
information of luminaires in the image is not suitable because
luminaires appear much smaller at the far end of an image
compared to those which are nearer to the camera. Such
perspective distortion also effects the inter luminaire distance
in the image, which is higher when luminaires are near to
the camera. Thus to find a suitable SE which will work
irrespective of having variable sizes of luminaires and inter
luminaire distances throughout the image, we have proposed
morphological operations that are undertaken using a VLSE,
the length of which is determined intelligently from the image
data. The process of creating VLSE is now described.

1) Modelling Distance between Two Luminaires: In the
physical model on the ALS the distance between two cen-
treline luminaires or the distance between two crossbar lu-
minaires (Fig. 2) is the same (as necessitated by the ICAO
standards [51]). However because images captured using a
camera suffer from perspective projection the corresponding
pixel distance between two adjacent luminaires varies accord-
ing to the location of the luminaires within the captured image.
As the row index increases downwards, the distance between
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Fig. 3. Side view: An aircraft approaching towards the runway

luminaires in the image also increases. This variability neces-
sitates the use of a VLSE which is determined as follows.

The vertical field of view (FOV) angle of the camera is Cα

(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) and the pitch angle is Cθ. The row value
at the top most position of the image is 0 and at the bottom it
is Rmax. Within the FOV of the camera, the view-line (VL)
is a straight line that connects any physical location to the
camera. For example, a VL can connect the camera to the
object which appears at row 0 in the image (VL0). Any other
VL creates a vertical angle (Cω) with VL0. This angle is also
a linear function of the row position (R) in an image. If the
row index increases then Cω also increases linearly. Similarly,
value of Cω is 0 at the top most position whereas it is Cα at
the bottom. Thus,

Cω =

(
Cα

Rmax

)
R . (1)

Any VL creates a vertical angle Cη with the horizontal plane
associated with the camera coordinate system. This Cη is a
composite angle which is a function of pitch angle (Cθ) of
the camera, vertical FOV angle (Cα) and vertical angle of the
VL with VL0 (Cω) (Fig. 4). Expanding this composite angle
it can be obtained as

Cη = Cθ − Cα

2
+ Cω . (2)

Thus, using (1) and (2)

Cη = Cθ − Cα

2
+

CαR

Rmax
. (3)

At any instant, the height of the camera above the ground is
Cy . Let the horizontal distance between the camera and the
physical point touched by VL be Dz . Then the ratio Dz

Cy
is the

cotangent function of the angle Cη,

Dz

Cy
= cot

(
Cθ − Cα

2
+

CαR

Rmax

)
. (4)

As described earlier because of perspective projection, the
pixel distance between two equi-distant objects can vary,
dependent on where these objects are in the image plane.
To find the variation along the rows, the derivative of Dz is
calculated with respect to row (R) as follows:

dDz

dR
= cosec2

(
Cθ − Cα

2
+

CαR

Rmax

)[
−CyCα

Rmax

]
. (5)

Cα Cα
2

Cω

Dz

Cy

Cη

Cη

Camera(C)

Image Plane

Aircraft

Horizontal Plane
Passing through
Camera Sensor

Optical Axis V

maxR

Row = 0

Cθ

L0V

L
Camera

Fig. 4. Angular relation between physical placement of objects, image plane
and camera FOV in a vertical cross section

Thus the variation of the distance Dz per pixel in row (R) is

dD(u)
z = cosec2

(
Cθ − Cα

2
+

CαR

Rmax

)[
−CyCα

Rmax

]
. (6)

If two object points that are physically separated by a unit
distance Dx (= 1) and in the image they register in same row
position then the pixel distance between these object points
DH will be

DH =
Dx

dD
(u)
z

= sin2

(
Cθ − Cα

2
+

CαR

Rmax

)[
−Rmax

CyCα

]
. (7)

Using (3) and (7), DH can be written as

DH =
Dx

dD
(u)
z

= sin2(Cη)

[
−Rmax

CyCα

]
. (8)

Practically the angle Cη in radians will be less than 1.
Expanding the term sin2(Cη) then

sin2(Cη) = C2
η −

C4
η

3
+

2C6
η

45
− . . . . (9)

Here the higher order terms of Cη can be practically ignored
as Cη is much less than 1. The value of DH from (7), (9) and
(3) can be written as,

DH =

(
Cθ − Cα

2
+

CαR

Rmax

)2 [−Rmax

CyCα

]
. (10)

This can be simplified to,

DH = −
(

Cα

CyRmax

)
R2 +

(
Cα − 2Cθ

Cy

)
R

− (Cα − 2Cθ)
2Rmax

4CyCα
. (11)

Thus, DH can be represented as a second order polynomial
function of R. It implies that for all equidistant luminaires,
the displacement in the image will be a quadratic function of
the row value (R). From Fig. 4 and Fig. 1(a) it can also be
verified that Cα

2 > Cθ which means (Cα − 2Cθ) > 0. Thus,
(11) can be written as

DH = −K1R
2 + K2R − K3 (12)

where, K1, K2 and K3 are the positive constants. Having a
negative coefficient (−K1) associated with R2 signifies that
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. (a) Major skew corrected image (b) Horizontal projection of detected
luminaire (c) Crossbar bands from the horizontal projection

this quadratic equation will generate a parabola that opens
downwards.

The distance between two objects that are separated by
an unit distance (DH) itself changes in the different row
position (12). Thus, (DH) can only be used to measure
distance between two objects which appear horizontally or
almost horizontally in the image. Using (12), changes in the
pixel distance for changes in rows between two objects that
are separated by a unit distance can be written as

dDH

dR
= −2K1R + K2. (13)

Also in the image plane, the measure of unit distance changes
along the rows following dDH

dR . Thus for two objects that are
separated vertically, the distance can be formulated as

DV =

(
dDH

dR

)2

= 4K2
1R

2 − 4K1K2R + K2
2 . (14)

Thus, DV is a quadratic function of row R. Here, R2 is asso-
ciated with a positive constant which signifies this quadratic
equation will generate a parabola that opens upwards. Using
(12) and (14) it is possible to estimate the pixel difference
between luminaires in the horizontal and vertical directions in
an image. This is now explained in details.

2) Finding Inter Luminaire Distance at Different Image
Location: For measuring DH at different rows, crossbar lumi-
naires are considered and all other luminaires are intentionally
ignored. Initially a horizontal projection is taken of all the
detected luminaire pixels to find the rows that contains the
crossbar luminaires. An example image and its horizontal
projection is shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). From this projection
profile, bands for crossbars are detected (Fig. 5(c)) using a
mealy machine [52] whose output is associated with state
transitions which are controlled by a set of basic statistical
measures.

The intermediate horizontal distance between two consec-
utive crossbar luminaires is measured and a second order
polynomial is fitted on these measured distances. It is shown
that if the distance between consecutive equi-distant luminaires
is plotted as a function of row position, then a least square
parabola (LSP) is the best fit for that data (Fig. 6). Thus this
LSP which is named as LH represents DH and will allow
us to automatically determine the width of the best VLSE to
perform the morphological operations. Fig. 6 illustrates the
inter luminaire distance between crossbar luminaires which

Fig. 6. Horizontal distance of two luminaires in an image

Fig. 7. Vertical distance of two luminaires in an image

are almost the same (except the distances calculated with
centreline luminaires) for a given crossbar. The LSP obtained
from these plots, also opens downwards. This is further proven
by the relationship derived in (12).

For establishing a parametric relation between the row
position and distance between vertically separated consecutive
luminaires, the inter luminaire distance is measured column
wise. Following (14), the vertical displacement is a quadratic
function of row value. Thus, a second order polynomial is
fitted on these measured distances (Fig. 7). This best fit LSP
(LV ) on the vertically measured distance will be used for
determining height of the best VLSE to perform morphological
operations and tracking the luminaires.

3) Composite Structure Construction: A composite struc-
ture is created because it is an initial requirement for the
pattern analysis. Let VC be the structuring element used for
binary morphological closing on a binary input image where,
the height and width of this VLSE are denoted by V

(H)
C

and V
(W )
C . Both V

(H)
C and V

(W )
C are two dimensional image

functions where, V
(H)
C (i, j) and V

(W )
C (i, j) represents the

height and width of the VLSE on a pixel in ith row and
jth column. Here V

(H)
C (i, j) = λ1LV (i) and V

(W )
C (i, j) =

λ2LH(i) where, LV (i) and LH(i) are the value of the least
squares parabola at the ith row. Note that both the LV (i)
and LH(i) are monotonically increasing functions. Thus, the
dimension of the VLSE increases with the increasing value of
row number. The value of λ1 is kept constant at 2 and λ2 at
6. Morphological closing [21][53] on an I(M) image which is
a binary image with structuring element VC results in a single
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 8. (a) Composite structure after closing (b) Detected crossbars after
opening (c) Skeleton of the crossbars after thinning

structure (Fig. 8(a)) with all the luminaires [13]. This image
will later be referred to as as I(C).

I(C) = I(M) • VC . (15)

4) Crossbars Extraction: Let VO denote the structuring
element used for binary morphological opening, where the
height and width of this VLSE are denoted by V

(H)
O and V

(W )
O .

Opening is performed on I(C) which is also a binary image
with a horizontal line like structuring element. Thus, V (H)

O is
of a constant value 1 and V

(W )
O (i, j) = λ3LR(i). The value

of λ3 is held constant at 3 to ensure that the opening element
will definitely remove the centreline links between crossbars
to form an output as shown in Fig. 8(b). This image will be
known as I(O) for the next stages [13].

I(O) = I(C) ◦ VO. (16)

5) Deflection Angle Calculation: A thinning algorithm [54]
is applied to the remaining objects after binary morphology
opening (Fig. 8(c)). An 8-connected component analysis (8-
CCA) on the skeleton of the crossbars will label all the
skeleton lines. Let us assume a total T (1 ≤ T ≤ 5) number of
components are present where the spread of the kth compo-
nent is from the point P

(l)
k to P

(r)
k . The distance function

Dist(x, y) determines the distance in between two points
x and y. As defined earlier, the angle function Ang(x, y)
measures the angle. A weighted average deflection of all the
crossbars from the horizontal line is calculated as βF where,

βF =

T∑
k=1

(
Dist

(
P

(l)
k , P

(r)
k

)
Ang

(
P

(l)
k , P

(r)
k

))
T∑

k=1

Dist
(
P

(l)
k , P

(r)
k

) . (17)

The major skew corrected image (I(M)), morphologically
closed composite structure image (I(C)) and morphologically
opened image (I(O)) are then rotated with the −βF angle to
get the I

(M)
R , I(C)

R and I
(O)
R which are fully skew corrected

and all the crossbars become horizontally aligned [13]. The
error associated with formation of the thinned lines are less
than 1 pixel. The average length of the longest thin line is
always more than 114 pixels thus the skew is corrected up to
0.5◦ as tan−1 1

114 = 0.5◦.
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Fig. 9. Control blocks in ALS

B. Pattern Based Identification of ALS Luminaires

The ALS pattern is further analysed so that it can be mapped
onto a number of control blocks. The crossbars are labelled
(Bk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5). For all the 120 luminaires in the ALS, 21
basic blocks are formed as shown in Fig. 9. Crossbars have
two wings spread on both sides of the centre body which is
aligned with the centreline. The two wings and the centre body
of the kth crossbar are named as BL

k, BR
k and BC

k where,
1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Part of the centreline on top of the 5th crossbar
(B5) is labelled as T6 and all other parts of the centreline in
between kth and (k+1)th crossbars ((Bk, (Bk+1) are labelled
as Tk+1 (1 ≤ k ≤ 4). Part of the centreline below the first
crossbar is labelled as T1. A total 6 centreline blocks can be
labelled here.

Having created a method to label the luminaires, they now
must be identified between images. At this stage we have
generated a composite pattern image I

(C)
R and the detected

centreline image I
(O)
R . These two images are binary morpho-

logically dilated with a VLSE denoted by VD to envelop on
the luminaires in image I

(M)
R . The height and width of this

VLSE are denoted by V
(H)
D and V

(W )
D which is a fraction

of the inter luminaire distances as V
(H)
D (i, j) = λ4LV (i) and

V
(W )
D (i, j) = λ5LH(i) where, λ4 = 0.2 and λ5 = 0.4. An

example of an enveloped luminaire in I
(C)
R by the dilated

composite structure is I
(C)
D and shown in Fig. 10(a). Dilation

on I
(O)
R forms I(O)

D (Fig. 10(b)) that envelops all the crossbars
that are present in I

(M)
R .

I
(O)
D = I

(O)
R ⊕ VD. (18)

1) Identifying Centreline Blocks: The enveloped crossbar
(I(O)

D , Fig. 10(b)) is subtracted from the enveloped composite
structure (I(C)

D , Fig. 10(a)) to obtain the centreline blocks N
in the image. That is,

N = I
(C)
D − I

(O)
D . (19)

In each of the centreline blocks, binary morphological clos-
ing is carried out with a VLSE (VO). This generates a vertical
sequence of regions which are enveloped in a rectangular strip
and shown in Fig. 10(c). For a given block if the expected
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(a) (b)
Fig. 10. (a) Enveloped composite structure (b) Enveloped crossbars (c)
Regions inside the centreline blocks

number of strips are not found then the centreline block is
divided into that expected number of pieces. Initially it is
divided into two halves and then each half is divided again into
another two halves. However, the division of the regions into
two halves cannot be linear because of the perspective error.
Let us consider that we have to divide a centreline block which
is of height D rows and spans from row Rt to Rb. Travelling
downwards from Rt, let us arrive at the row position Rm that
intersects the block into two equal halves (in the physical ALS
plane) of row height D1 and D2. That means

D1 = Rm − Rt , (20)
D2 = Rb − Rm and (21)
D = D1 + D2 = Rb −Rt. (22)

Taking Rm as the mid point of row value Rt and Rb yields
the wrong result as the row distance is not linear but on a
parabolic curve. Thus to calculate the actual difference, non
linear approximation, LV , is used.

Considering D1 as the p times the vertical inter luminaire
distance measured from row Rt. Then following (14),

D1 = pK ′
1R

2
t + pK ′

2Rt + pK ′
3. (23)

where, K ′
1 = 4K2

1 , K ′
2 = −4K1K2 and K ′

3 = K2
2 are

obtained from least square approximation (as described in (14)
and explained with Fig. 7). As both D1 and D2 represent same
distance and D1 is p times the vertical inter luminaire distance
measured from row Rt, then D2 has to be p times the vertical
inter luminaire distance when measured from row Rm. This
is written as

D2 = pK ′
1R

2
m + pK ′

2Rm + pK ′
3. (24)

Using (20), the the unknown term Rm in relation (24) can be
excluded as

D2 = pK ′
1(D1 +Rt)

2 + pK ′
2(D1 +Rt) + pK ′

3. (25)

Thus using (23) and (25)

D2 = pK ′
1D

2
1 + (2pK ′

1Rt + pK ′
2 + 1)D1. (26)

Here, using (22), (23) and (26) a quadratic equation for D1

can be written as

pK ′
1D

2
1 + (2pK ′

1Rt + pK ′
2 + 2)D1 − D = 0. (27)

Solving this by taking the positive square root of the discrimi-
nant, the value of D1 in the linear scale can be computed. Thus

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 11. (a) Detected complete centreline (b) Centre body blocks (c) Wing
blocks

using (20) and (27) the desired Rm that will divide the block
into two equal halves when p is given can be determined. If
all the expected components are available inside a strip then
those are identified otherwise using the previously calculated
inter luminaire approximation LH is applied for prediction of
the horizontally separated luminaires.

2) Identifying Centre Body Blocks: On the detected envelop
of the centerline blocks (N), binary morphological closing
is carried out with a VLSE denoted by VC1 and similar to
the vertical line. The width of this VLSE is 1 and height is
denoted by V

(H)
C1 and calculated as V

(H)
C1 (i, j) = λ6LV (i).

The complete centreline which is obtained after the closing
operation (E) the result of which is shown in Fig. 11(a).

E = N • VC1. (28)

An intersection of the enveloped crossbar (I(O)
D , Fig. 10(b))

and the complete enveloped centreline (E, Fig. 11(a)) gen-
erates an enveloped image of the centre body luminaires as
shown in Fig. 11(b). Let this image be known as Y C . Then,

Y C = E ∩ I
(O)
D . (29)

For the kth centre body block the maximum number of hori-
zontally separated luminaires is

⌊
7−k
2

⌋
where, ⌊a⌋ represents

the previous higher integer or floor value of a. For each centre
body block, a 8-CCA is then applied. If all the expected
components are available inside a centre body block then those
are identified, otherwise using the previously calculated inter
luminaire approximation, LH is applied for prediction of the
horizontally separated luminaires.

3) Identifying Wing Blocks: To detect the wing bars, the
complete centreline (E, Fig. 11(a)) is subtracted from the
enveloped composite structure (I(C)

D , Fig. 10(a)). This can be
written as

Y W = I
(C)
D − E. (30)

where, Y W contains all the wing blocks with an envelop. An
example image is shown in Fig. 11(c). All the left sided wing
blocks are numbered from Y L

5 to Y C
1 whereas all the right

sided blocks are numbered from Y R
5 to Y R

1. If the expected
number and the detected number of luminaires does not match
then by using a least square approximation of the separated
luminaires LH , position and width of the detected component
can be analysed.
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TABLE I
SUCCESS RATE OF THE TRACKING TECHNIQUES

Parameters under
measurement Success Rate (%)

Experiment Vibration Pattern based
number (%) identification
Ori-1 - 92
Ori-2 - 94
Sim-1 1.13 92
Sim-2 1.76 92
Sim-3 0.85 94
Sim-4 1.09 93
Sim-5 1.22 92
Sim-6 2.14 90
Sim-7 1.61 91
Sim-8 1.75 93

IV. RESULTS

The pattern based identification technique for tracking the
ALS luminaires introduced in this paper has been tested with a
large number of data sets. This includes two sets of real videos
taken during an approach to an airport in Northern Ireland and
eight sets of simulated image sequences as generated using the
technique described in [55]. Each video has approximately
200 images. Thus ∼ 400 real images and ∼ 1600 simulated
images were tested using the proposed technique. As the ALS
is comprised of 120 luminaires, around 200 images demand
identification and tracking of more than 15, 000 instances of
luminaires. Thus, for 10 sets of data, 150, 000 instances of
luminaires must be identified and tracked. In this experiment
it has been assumed that testing on this quantity of data should
generate an overall view as to how the proposed algorithms
perform. The success rate of the tracking is measured in each
image as

Success rate(%) =
Npredict × 100

Ntotal
(31)

Here, Npredict is the number of successfully predicted lumi-
naires and Ntotal is the number of total luminaires present in
that image.

Table I outlines the percentage of the number of successfully
identified and tracked luminaires per image. The result of
the detected luminaires of the are shown in Fig. 12(a) to (j).
Using the proposed pattern based identification, the tracking
accuracy is around 90% to 94%. However, this cannot track
the luminaires which are near the bottom boundary of the
image and about to leave the image. This is due to the fact
that the morphological operation does not get enough room to
adequately perform. The pattern based identification technique
produces a good success rate otherwise. It is also interesting
to note that the processing time for processing a 1280× 1024
image using the pattern based identification of luminaires takes
around 0.8 second per image whereas for an image of size
800×640, pattern based identification takes around 0.6 second
per image. Here all the codes are developed in C language
using the standard libraries.

It has already been reported in [44] that the existing KLT
and SIFT techniques give < 60% and < 20% success rates in
tracking luminaires, whereas model based matching techniques

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)
Fig. 12. Number of luminaires present in an image and correct prediction
of luminaires’ position by Pattern based identification in (a) Ori-1 (b) Ori-2
(c) Sim-1 (d) Sim-2 (e) Sim-3 (f) Sim-4 (g) Sim-5 (h) Sim-6 (i) Sim-7 (j)
Sim-8 image sequences

produce a 76% success rate. An experiment to compare the
proposed pattern based identification technique with the model
based matching technique was performed using the real image
data. Fig. 13(a) shows the number of correctly predicted
luminaires for an image sequence using both of these tracking
techniques. In Fig. 13(a), the result is presented on a subset of
real images taken at Belfast International Airport. In the full
data set there are 207 images. Among these, 20 images were
not properly recorded and the existing performance evaluation
algorithm [49] cannot run on luminaire data from those 20. On
the remaining 187 images we have carried out the luminaire’s
performance evaluation process and we call these images, can-
didate images. The target is to correctly identify the luminaires
in all the 187 candidate images. Using the proposed pattern
based identification technique, we have obtained identification
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Fig. 13. Using pattern based identification and model based matching tech-
niques (a) Number of luminaires present in an image and correct prediction of
luminaires’ position (b) Success rate (%) of correctly predict the luminaires

result in each of the 187 images. However, using model based
matching technique, a successful result is obtained in only
151 images. Because of the distance between the camera and
luminaires, the first few images show the ALS pattern within
a small area on image. The model based matching technique
does not produce a successful outcome in the first 36 images.
The success rate of predicting the luminaires per image is
shown in Fig. 13(b).

When calculating result on the last 151 candidate images,
it is found that the model based matching technique gives
an overall success rate of 72%. The pattern based identifi-
cation can predict with a 94% success rate. If all the 187
candidate images are considered then the proposed pattern
based identification technique shows a 92% success rate whilst
the model based matching technique demonstrates only 52%.
Thus the proposed identification techniques outperforms other
published tracking algorithms in the area [44]. This would
suggestion that the application of variable length structuring
elements is incredibly useful in certain tracking applications.

V. CONCLUSION

In the presented pattern based identification technique a
fully automatic procedure is proposed which exploits knowl-
edge of the luminaire pattern. A novel construction of the
VLSE is achieved which will change dependent on the lo-
cation in an image. Constructing the SE for morphological
operation is always a challenging task and we have achieved
this intelligently by exploiting knowledge of the pattern and
approximating the inter luminaire distance in the image. De-
velopment of this pattern based identification method helps
achieve an autonomous technique for tracking the luminaires
in the ALS pattern. It can identify the luminaire correctly
and can also predict the position of luminaires which are
not detected. This technique has the major advantage of not
requiring any external parameters such as camera position with
respect to the pattern, sensor characteristics, distortion model
for the lens etc. Every parameter in this proposed technique
is self generated from either the pattern or the image itself.
The result is encouraging and it shows that the proposed
identification technique outperforms other available methods
to date. This work has utility in many application areas, for
example, where multiple similar objects need to be tracked
over a period of time.
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